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Planck 353GHz polarized intensity (ortho view) 

Take standard Planck 353GHz Q/U maps, downgrade to 0.5deg pixels 
(nside=128), take P=sqrt(Q2+U2), plot orthographic projection 

Color stretch 0 to 100uK 



Planck 353GHz polarized intensity (ortho view) 

There is one place on the high latitude sky 
where we have a higher signal-to-noise 
measurement of the dust pattern 

Color stretch 0 to 100uK 



PySM dust model 1 at 155GHz polarized intensity 

PySM offers several dust models. The noise dominated fine scale structure of the 
Planck 353GHz map is filtered out and filled back in with a Gaussian realization, 
and the pattern is then extrapolated to other frequencies according to some recipe.  

Color stretch 0 to 5uK 



PySM dust model 4 at 155GHz polarized intensity 

PySM offers several dust models. The noise dominated fine scale structure of the 
Planck 353GHz map is filtered out and filled back in with a Gaussian realization 
and the pattern is then extrapolated to other frequencies according to some recipe.  

Color stretch 0 to 5uK 



Take PySM dust model files (provided on NERSC) at 155 GHz and run anafast using 
public BK14 mask 
Compare to public BK14 150 GHz data points 
This is PySM dust model 1 - BB power at ell<100 is higher than reality 



Take PySM dust model files (provided on NERSC) at 155 GHz and run anafast using 
public BK14 mask 
Compare to public BK14 150 GHz data points 
This is PySM dust model 4 - BB power at ell<100 is higher than reality - much higher! 



Message 1: a plea... 

When constructing sky models check them against the 
BICEP/Keck data and see if they are consistent with current 
data in that region of sky (at the available frequencies) 



The BICEP/Keck Collaboration 

Upcoming BK15 noise levels 



Clem Pryke for The Bicep2 Collaboration 
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 PIPL paper 
suggests the 
dust pattern 
decorrelates 
strongly 
between 217 
and 353GHz 
 
We can 
constrain the 
strength of 
decorrelation 
using BICEP/
Keck data 
 
Solid red is 
BK14 best fit 
model w. no 
decorr. – 
dashed adds 
decorr. at PIPL 
level 



Messages 2/3: 

Additional BICEP/Keck data is incoming and with the BICEP 
Array 220/270 receiver will be able to probe dust behavior 
with some precision. 

 

BICEP/Keck data can constrain dust decorrelation and we 
right now wrestling with the details of how to parameterize 
this effect – discussion is welcome with those who have 
thoughts on this. 





Backup slides 



Is there a cleaner small field than the BICEP field? 

14 

❖  The Planck 353GHz Q/U maps 
hit their noise floor in the 
cleanest regions 
➢  From this data it is not 

really possible to tell if 
there are cleaner small 
regions than the BICEP/
Keck field 

 
❖  When we attempt to reproduce 

the Planck PIPXXX analysis 
we find that the apparent 
cleaner regions shift around 
depending on the data split 
selected 

 
❖  The BK patch is currently the 

only low dust field where we 
actually know the dust level! 

re-analysis 

published 


